Shade Control Clip-Ons

The Optical Industry's Most Comprehensive Fitting Kit. Polarized Lenses that Meet or Exceed All Standards of the Optical Industry. Patented Stainless Steel Construction. Sold Exclusively to Eyecare Professionals. WHATEVER YOUR PATIENTS NEED.... WE'VE GOT A CLIP FOR THAT!!! MADE IN THE USA!!!

72 PIECE FITTING KIT AVAILABLE! All clips $21.95 Grey or Brown Polarized

Custom Color lenses 24.95. Non Returnable

ALMOND (ALM)
SIZES 48 50 52
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

CATEYE (CAT)
SIZES 48 50 52
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK
DEEP REC (DRX)
SIZES 52 54 56
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

EXTENDED REC (EXX)
SIZES 55 57
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

LO-oval (OLO)
SIZES 42 44 46 48 50
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

LO- REC (XLO)
SIZES 44 46 48 50 52 54 56
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK
MDX
SIZES 52 54 56
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

MOD OVAL (MDO)
SIZES 50 52
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

MOD REC (MRX)
SIZES 46 48 50 52 54
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

OVAL (OVL)
SIZES 42 44 46 48 50 52
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK
RECTANGLE (REX)
SIZES 48 50 52 54 56
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

ROUND (RND)
SIZES 46 48 50
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

SLIM REC (SLM)
SIZES 48 50 52 54 56
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

SLX
SIZES 52 54
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK
SQUARE (SQR)
SIZES 52 54 56 58
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

TRU REC (TRX)
SIZES 48 50 52 54 56 58
COLORS: GUN, BRONZE OR BLK

NEW SHAPE
HIP
SIZES 52 55 57
BRONZE AND BLACK
NEW SHAPE
WAY
SIZES 52 54 56
COLORS:
BRONZE AND BLK

NEW SHAPE
ROC
SIZES 52 54
BRONZE AND BLACK

NEW SHAPE
WAL 52 54 56
BRONZE BLACK GUN
AVAILABLE LENS COLORS:
GREY OR BROWN POLARIZED

SPECIAL ORDER (NON-RETURNABLE) COLORS  Expect 1-2 week delivery time.
POLYCARBONATE YELLOW
BLU-GUARD
PERCEPTION MIRRORS IN:
BLACK FLASH
CLASSIC SILVER
DEEP BLUE
CARIBBEAN GREEN
CRIMSON RED
COPPER DRIVING
POLARIZED YELLOW

CUSTOM FLIP UP CLIP AVAILABLE ALSO.